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Student Committee

WHY YOU SHOULD APPLY
•

Help plan and impliment Homecoming
week celebration
Represent the student voice in strategic
planning and fundraising campaigns
Produce events to foster school pride and
preserve JMU’s Madison Traditions
Gain exclusive, direct access to influential
alumni across all industries who are always
looking to hire and mentor
Opportunity to attend alumni events with
potential opportunities to travel
Serve as student body representatives to
JMU alumni base of over 145,000 Dukes

•
•
•
•
•

JMU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: STUDENT COMMITTEE
MISSION: The JMUAA Student Committee works to represent JMU’s current

student population within the JMU Alumni Association and build a foundation for
lifelong commitment to and engagement with JMU.

VISION: To be advocates for all JMU students and empower them to

transition into active alumni committed to “opening doors” for fellow Dukes.

WHO SHOULD APPLY

The JMU Alumni Association: Student Committee is divided into
two main areas; the Homecoming Committee and the Advisory
Committee. When you apply, you can indicate which arm you are
interested in, or we can match you based on the best fit for you.

HOMECOMING COMMITTEE
•
•
•

Students interest in event
planning and industry
experience
Dukes who want to serve as
a campus ambassador
Students interested in
enhancing the Madison
Experience for fellow Dukes

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
•
•

•

Students interested in
enacting change
Dukes who want to in
focus on topics related
to diversity, equity and
inclusion works
Anyone with an interest in
learning about university
advancement

JMUAlumniAssoc

KEY EXPECTATIONS
•
•
•
•

Serve a one-year term, beginning in April, with the option to
reaffirm each academic year.
Time committment is approximately 10 hours per month
Operate with a high level of JMU pride and serve as an
advocate and ambassador for the JMU Alumni Association
Remain in good academic and disciplinary standing with the
university and JMU Alumni Associaiton
The deadline to apply
for the 2021-2022
academic year is

March 21
SCAN ME!
JMU Alumni Association

@JMUAlumni
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Gabbin Hall is named after Joanne Gabbin, an English professor at JMU.
Photo courtesy of JMU faculty directory

JMU community reacts to
Quad building name changes
By EDA TERCAN
The Breeze

BreezeVideo
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Alexander Gabbin, another professor at JMU, has Gabbin Hall named after him and his wife.
Photo courtesy of JMU faculty directory

he legacy of the Confederacy no
longer exists in the buildings at
JMU, as the Board of Visitors (BOV)
approved new names for three buildings on
the Quad after prominent Black members of
the JMU community.
“They were strongly recommended from
our own community,” President Alger said.
“From hundreds of people, those were
names that emerged from that process.”
Joanne and Alexander Gabbin, Sheary
Darcus Johnson (’70, ’74M), Doris Harper
Allen (’19H) and Robert Walker Lee were
chosen after recommendations were made
by senior leadership in collaboration with
the Campus History Committee, Alger said.
The Gabbins have been professors at JMU for
more than 35 years, Johnson was JMU’s first
Black student and graduate, Allen cooked

for Madison College President G. Tyler
Miller, and Lee worked in maintenance and
was the first Black employee of the school.
“Collectively,
they
represent
not
just individuals, but these different
constituencies that make up the university,”
Alger said. “So, we really are honoring not
just individuals, but all of those different
groups that make up the university
community.”
After the Board voted to remove the
Confederate names in July 2020, the halls
were temporarily renamed. Mountain Hall
is now Gabbin Hall, Justice Studies Hall
is Darcus Johnson Hall and Valley Hall is
Harper Allen-Lee Hall.
“People walk by buildings and into
buildings all the time without thinking
about, ‘Where did this name come from?’
‘What does it mean?’” Alger said. “We are
trying to be intentional about telling that
history in more and better ways.”

“We really are honoring not
just individuals, but all of those
different groups that make up the
university community.”

Doris Harper-Allen (left) earned an honorary degree from JMU in 2019. Photo courtesy of JMU news

Jonathan Alger
President of JMU
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Darcus Johnson Hall is one of the renamed buildings on the Quad. Megan Bradshaw / The Breeze
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Sheary Darcus Johnson, a JMU alumna and the first Black student to graduate from JMU, has Darcus
Johnson Hall named after her. Photo courtesy of Sheary Darcus Johnson
Gabbin Hall is one of the renamed buildings on the Quad. Megan Bradshaw / The Breeze

Alger said he thought it was important
that the renaming happened during Black
History Month since “symbols matter.” He
said the Task Force on Racial Equity will
continue to work on what the university
can do to keep making positive change.
“[The task force is] looking systematically
at every aspect of what we do at the
university, so it’s not just about building
names,” Alger said. “It’s about how we
recruit students and faculty and staff, it’s
about campus climate, it’s about tenure
and promotion and hiring policies.”
Alger said that sometime in the fall,
there’ll be a celebration, hopefully inperson, with the families present. He said
there are no plans to change any more
names at this time but that the university
will continue to make progress with every
generation.
“It does send a powerful message that the
university is evolving,” Alger said. “We should
be a better and stronger and more inclusive
and more welcoming university as time goes
on.”

breezejmu.org

Lee was JMU’s first Black employee and Harper Allen cooked for the president of Madison College.
Megan Bradshaw / The Breeze
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CONTACT Eda Tercan at tercanea@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

BreezeVideo

Sophomore international affairs major
and president of College Democrats Billy
McKeon said he’s glad JMU no longer
celebrates “racists” on campus and that
minorities might feel more welcome at
JMU now.
“While people who were part of the
Confederacy were once part of our country,
there’s history textbooks and museums for
those people,” McKeon said. “I think this
is a small step in the right direction for
helping minorities feel more welcome on
our campus.”
College Republicans couldn’t be reached
for comment.
Brent Lewis, associate vice president for
diversity, equity and inclusion, wasn’t at
JMU until after the decision to rename was
made, but he said he thinks the process was
“well done.” He said for the process to have
begun over the summer and already have
new names by February was something he
was very happy about.
“It shows our commitment to our value
to diversity, equity and inclusion,” Lewis
said. “To be in February and have new
names and have engaged with our campus
constituents in a way that has been inviting
and transparent, I think, is effective.”
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Only 1/2 mile South of JMU
on Main St.

Change the standard

Connor Murphy / The Breeze

Cities across Virginia seek cleaner
transportation to minimize air pollution
By ISABELA GLADSTON
The Breeze

V

irginia Clinicians for Climate
Action (VCCA) released
a
transportation
report
last fall that highlighted
the connection between
transportation, air pollution and the health
of Virginia’s residents. Because of this, nine
Virginia cities — including Harrisonburg —
united to show support for House Bill 1965.
HB 1965, which was sponsored by
Delegate Lamont Bagby, passed in the
general assembly Feb. 19 and is waiting for
Gov. Ralph Northam (D) to sign it. The bill
will require that a “small percentage of each
manufacturer’s annual sales of new light-

duty vehicles in the state qualify as electric
or hybrid electric vehicles.” This standard
would go into effect for vehicles with a
model year of 2025 and later. According to
Virginia’s Legislative Information System,
this bill won’t be implemented prior to Jan.
1, 2024.
A press release written by the Community
Climate Collaborative (C3) said the
transportation report found that “Virginia
could significantly reduce healthcare costs
by implementing low and zero emissions
vehicle standards.”
Bob Kitchen, vice-chair of advocacy
at VCCA, said the national average for
greenhouse gas production that comes
from transportation is 28%. The average in
Virginia is 48.5%.
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The national average for greenhouse gas production from transportation is 28% and the average for Virginia is 48.5%. Courtesy of Tribune News Service

because the majority of highways and road
development projects are typically built around
them. The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) has a definition for what it
calls “social vulnerability.” These factors include
socioeconomic status, household composition,
poverty and disability. Kitchen said that in
Virginia, socially vulnerable populations —
people who fall into the factors listed above —
have a 61% higher death rate from air pollution
than communities with little vulnerability.
“As with many things, it costs a lot more
to be poor,” Kruse said. “The same is true for
transportation.”
Kruse said not having access to cleaner,
more efficient vehicles leads to spending more
money on fuel and maintenance.
“This is a transportation burden that many

Susan Kruse

Executive director of C3

CONTACT Isabela Gladston at gladstia@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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flexibility, they just go ahead and buy a gaspowered vehicle and, environmentally, that’s
a loss,” Lewis said.
Lewis also said she’s optimistic that the
price difference between gas-powered
vehicles and electric vehicles will drop within
the next three to four years. She said the
lifetime cost of owning an electric vehicle is
already lower than the lifetime cost of owning
a gas-powered car because owners don’t
have to pay for gas, and the maintenance for
electric vehicles costs less.
“Those are the vehicles that are going to
become easier to buy in Virginia thanks to
this legislation,” Lewis said.
Kitchen said the effort of creating the
transportation report has paid off and that it’s
been rewarding to see the general assembly
focus on trying to deal with climate change.
“It’s a new day in the dominion,” Kitchen
said.
Tony Wilt was contacted and was unable to
provide a statement in accordance with The
Breeze’s deadline. The online version of this
article will be updated with Wilt’s statement.

@BreezeNewsJMU

“As with many things, it costs a lot more to be
poor. The same is true for transportation.”

low-income residents experience in Virginia,”
Kruse said.
To combat this issue, Kruse said that other
legislation has passed to support HB 1965,
which provides a state-level rebate program
for people who want to purchase an electric
vehicle. Although this program was passed by
the general assembly, lawmakers didn’t include
the funding needed to bring down the vehicles’
cost for consumers, according to NBC.
“With only nine years now to reach a 45%
reduction in order to avert the most catastrophic
impacts of climate change, we couldn’t wait
another year for this legislation to pass,” Kruse
said.
Lena Lewis, energy and climate policy
manager at the Nature Conservancy Virginia
chapter, said that lack of access and financial
burdens are the main reasons why HB 1965
will be beneficial in Virginia.
“It is hard to find electric vehicles at a lot of
Virginia dealerships,” Lewis said. “There have
been some cases where dealers have said
‘Look, I’d love to be able to sell you that car,
but the manufacturer won’t send it to me.’”
She said some people who are persistent
will travel to Maryland to buy an electric car
because it’s one of the states that already has
electric vehicle standards in place.
“For other customers who don’t have this

@thebreezenews

“We were able to show the adverse health
impact of that particular pollution and
actually quantified the number of deaths and
other illnesses and respiratory problems that
happened in Virginia because of this source of
transportation-associated pollution,” Kitchen
said.
In a press release, Harrisonburg Mayor
Deanna Reed said clean transportation is
essential to ensuring “future prosperity” for all
Virginia residents.
“It is so important that these efforts to protect
our community’s environmental health are
made available to every resident no matter their
economic means,” Reed said.
Susan Kruse, executive director of C3, said
transportation emissions are highly detrimental
to low-income communities and minorities

Thursday, March 4, 2021
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Shift in legislation
Virginia may be first southern state to get rid of death penalty
By SYDNEY DUDLEY
The Breeze

@BreezenewsJMU

@thebreezenewsjmu
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Gov. Ralph Northam (D) has agreed to sign legislation to outlaw the death penalty in Virginia.
Courtesy of virginia.gov

uring the first week of
February, the Virginian
Democratic Senate and
House of Delegates voted
in favor of abolishing the
death penalty in Virginia. On Feb. 22, state
legislators gave final approval of the passage
of the legislation, which will be sent to Gov.
Ralph Northam (D), who’s agreed to sign it.
Gianluca De Fazio, an assistant professor
in the justice studies department, provided
background information on the death
penalty and its historical significance in
Virginia. He said Virginia was the first state
to establish the death penalty in 1608 and
that since then, Virginia has been the state
with the highest total number of people
executed in the U.S.
Dale Brumfield is the field director for
Virginians for Alternatives to the Death
Penalty, a nonprofit organization devoted
to providing the public with information

about potential alternatives to the death
penalty. Brumfield said elections and the
Black Lives Matter movement contributed
to recent progress in efforts to abolish the
death penalty.
“Elections matter when it comes to
this,” Brumfield said. “This wouldn’t have
happened if not for a confluence of things.
One of those things was Democrats running
the House, Senate and Governor’s mansion.”
Brumfield also said the Black Lives Matter
Movement and the murder of George Floyd
contributed to raising awareness about
racial disparities in the justice system,
which led to an increased number of
criminal justice reform efforts in Virginia.
Summer Khaswan, campaign director for
JMU Democrats, said Democrats generally
hold a negative stance on the death penalty.
“I can’t speak for all Democrats, but I can
speak for the majority of them,” Khaswan
said. “We would prefer the death penalty to
be abolished. It’s inhumane, it’s ridiculous,
it’s expensive — our state spends so much
money just to uphold it.”

3/31/21
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CONTACT Sydney Dudley at dudleysl@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

2 Baked
Dishes
with
Salad &
Garlic
Bread

@BreezeNewsJMU

Brumfield said. “You’re still 5-6 times more
likely to be put to death if you’re Black than
if you’re white, but the race of the victim
has played a major role [in death penalty
sentencing] since then. You’re three times
more likely between 1976 and 2017 in
Virginia to be put to death if your victim is
white than if your victim is Black.”
Brumfield said the process of advocating
for the abolition of the death penalty in
Virginia was lengthy and challenging but
that citizens were diligent in their efforts.
“This was a 30-year effort,” Brumfield said.
“This organization first got together in 1991, and
a lot of people worked a long time only to meet
disappointment after disappointment, but they
kept hanging in there and doing it.”

@thebreezenews

The College Republicans didn’t respond
to The Breeze’s two inquiries for a statement.
The 2016 GOP Party Platform indicates
a generally favorable stance toward the
death penalty based on the argument of
its constitutionality since it’s explicitly
referenced in the Fifth Amendment.
Khaswan, De Fazio and Brumfield all said
the death penalty has disproportionately
targeted people of color in the U.S.
“The death penalty was never seen or
used as a neutral form of punishment for
the whole population,” De Fazio said. “It’s
very clear that [the death penalty] was
seen and used as a means of controlling
and terrorizing Black Americans.”
Brumfield said that prior to 1976, the race
of the perpetrator was always the driving
force behind whether the death penalty
was sought after. He said that in Virginia,
individuals were seven times more likely to
be put to death if they were Black than if they
were white if they committed the same crime.
“Since 1976, it’s shifted a little bit,”
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Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.

A "thank-you" pat to my
professor who spent hours
trying to fix my code and
cursing at the existence of
technology.
From a very thankful
research student who also
just wants the lil' bugger to
work.

Clean
up the

law

Retail scalping, or buying needed products for resale at a higher price, is unethical. Unsplash / Clay Banks

It should be illegal to buy products in bulk to resell for profit

The Breeze

EVAN HOLDEN | careful consideration

A “you-guys-rock” pat to
my friends who let me come
over all the time and play on
their PS4.

Thursday, March 4, 2021

breezejmu.org

BreezeVideo

From someone who doesn't
have one but still loves video
games.
A “was-that-necessary?”
dart to the guy who passed
me right after I passed him
on 81.
From someone who doesn't
get jerk drivers.

A “compliments-to-thechef” pat to the delicious
Chinese food in festival.
From someone who could eat
that food three times a day.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

On Feb. 28,
2020, the first
COVID-19
related deaths
were reported
in the U.S. The
day after, across
the
country,
much-needed
m e d i c a l
supplies began
to be stripped
from
local
vendors with the intent to make a profit off
the situation.
Retail scalping is the process of finding out
that some product will soon be in short supply
and then proceeding to purchase anywhere
from a large quantity to the entire stock of a
vendor’s supply of that product. Aside from a
few minor regulations specifically with retail
scalping of event tickets, this practice is legal
in the U.S, which is a shame because of the
serious damage it does to every business and
market it affects.
The idea is that purchasing such a large
amount of the supply for these limited
products lets the scalper upcharge prices as
much as they can. This process benefits only
the scalper and the vendor — at least in the
short term while scalpers are still buying their
products — while seriously inconveniencing
the consumer.
This needless inflation of prices can
make some products unavailable to groups
of people who can no longer afford them.
Even worse, the practice of retail scalping
can endanger entire communities when the
targeted products include food, water or

medical supplies.
In March 2020, at the start of the
coronavirus pandemic, Matt and Noah
Colvin drove around select towns in
Tennessee and Kentucky buying every
bottle of hand sanitizer they could find. They
eventually collected almost 18,000 bottles by
purchasing the entire stock of any store they
came across. Of course, the items were hard
to find because people all over the country
really needed them. Their plan was to buy
these products cheap in unreasonably high
amounts and then sell them on Amazon
at even more unreasonable upcharges,
sometimes selling $1 bottles of hand sanitizer
for as much as $70, according to The New
York Times.
This created three major problems.
First, the potential thousands of people
living in these local areas of Tennessee and
Kentucky were directly prevented from being
able to purchase hand sanitizer and now had
their lives put in increased danger because of
these scalpers trying to make a profit.
Second, scalpers selling these products
online at such an inflated price force the
people who need these products to buy them
and lose more money.
Third, Amazon and eBay were quick to
notice what scalpers were doing and removed
the Colvins’ and countless other scalpers’
listings for masks, hand sanitizer and other
medical products. In what could’ve been
the correct move to stop scalpers because
they couldn’t rely on the law for that, eBay
prohibited any U.S. sales of masks or hand
sanitizer. However, this prevented millions
of people from getting the medical supplies
they needed at the start of the pandemic —

a crucial time for containment and stopping
the spread.
The Colvins were almost able to do this
with no legal consequences and were
stopped only by a cease and desist letter from
the Tennessee attorney general’s office. They
received the letter not even for retail scalping
but for price gouging, a practice that’s illegal
but is subjective and hard to prove.
Retail scalping continues to be a problem
even as the availability of food and medical
supplies during the pandemic has vastly
improved and will continue to exist long
after the pandemic is over. In mid-February
2021, McDonald’s held a promotion for
the 25th anniversary of Pokemon and gave
special playing cards away with Happy Meals.
Knowing these cards could be valuable,
scalpers all over the U.S. purchased dozens
or even hundreds of Happy Meals, making
the cards less available to other consumers
and raising their value to be sold online again
at a massive upcharge in price.
Retail scalping would be easy to stop.
Many businesses implement systems of
purchase limits when they know scalpers will
try to clear stock before real customers can
get a chance. The law could do this as well,
especially for products involving food, water,
medical supplies and other essential goods.
It’s incredible to see how a practice so
obviously greedy, wrong and only done for
personal gain while directly and indirectly
hurting uncountable amounts of people
remains legal.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Evan Holden is a sophomore political
science major. Contact Evan at
holdened@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Cut the
cameras

Monitoring students during tests is uneccesary and unethical
Community college math professor
@MathProfPeter detailed the struggles his
students have encountered when using
webcams for online exams. In a Twitter
thread, he explained how students have felt
uncomfortable sharing a 360-degree view of
their rooms, haven’t had isolated areas to
take their tests and have gotten locked out
of their exams because of looking away from
the screen for too long.
“I don’t see how any of this is creating
a productive learning experience for
students,” Peter said in the thread. “There’s
no way you can convince me that students
should just get used to these complaints
they have.”

This goes back to the argument on whether
or not using notes or outside information
is a bad idea. Of course, stealing people’s
answers for tests without their consent is
wrong and shouldn’t be tolerated; however,
why is it a bad thing for a student to use the
notes that they’ve taken throughout the class
and apply it to their exams? Taking exams
help students “memorize” the information
given to them, but some students may find it
hard to remember notes on an exam if they’re
anxious about taking the test or other factors.
This ties in well with the Hawthorne effect,
which occurs when people behave differently
because they’re being watched. According
to an article done by the Catalogue of Bias

from Oxford University, it can affect all sorts
of behaviors, such as dietary habits, hygiene
practices and study results.
Using webcams for exams is unethical and
makes students feel uncomfortable. Although
it’s wrong to plagiarize and copy an outside
resource without consent, using a webcam for
an exam is ridiculous and puts unnecessary
pressure on students. The more professors
use webcams, the more students will have
increased anxiety and stress when it comes to
exams.
Kylee Toland is a junior media arts and
design major. Contact Kylee at tolandkm@
dukes.jmu.edu

The Breeze
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Exams are stressful enough without the knowledge that one’s being constantly monitored Breeze File Photo
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The
word
“test” can cause
any student to
shudder with
fear. Studying
the
material
and
making
sure
they’ll
be able to
memorize all
the information
can be stressful
for
students.
With COVID-19 continuing to affect schools
and universities around the country, Zoom
and Webex are still being used to deliver
lectures and assignments. Although students
may have adjusted to learning this way, taking
tests online has been a struggle for many.
When classes went online because of the
pandemic, many questioned how professors
would deal with handling exams. For the most
part, professors have allowed their students
to use their notes and study guides while
taking the exams online; some might require
a student to download a lockdown browser.
Recently, webcams have been introduced as
a method of monitoring academic honesty,
even though it’s forcing students to worry
whether or not what they’re doing could be
flagged for “cheating.”
Although this sounds like an innovative
way to make sure that students aren’t
cheating or using their notes, the idea of a
webcam recording a student’s every move
is concerning. Not only is it a violation of
privacy, but a student could make one wrong
movement and falsely incriminate oneself.
Although it’s important for students not
to cheat on their exams, using webcams is
an unethical way of making sure that they
don’t.
When using the LockDown Browser
webcam, it asks for a student to take the
exam in an area that’s isolated, take videos
of themselves talking to make sure the audio
is caught and share a 360-degree view of the
student’s surroundings. This ensures that
the student doesn’t have any noise or sight
violations the software may pick up as well
as making sure that there’s no help for the
student to cheat on the exam.

@TheBreezeOp

KYLEE TOLAND | mindful insights
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Communication is key
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Most professors appreciate being told when they’ve messed up
ALEX DAVIS | alex’s angle
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It’s
a
common scene
in the University
of Zoom to see
a
professor
talking
to
blank screens
for
several
minutes before
a
sheepish
voice cautiously
interrupts
to
inform
the
professor
they’ve forgotten to screen share, and for that
reason, no one in the class has a clue about
what’s going on.
Unsurprisingly, professors want to know
when this happens. Students have a fear of
telling their professors when they make a
mistake, but it often needs to be done.
Students shouldn’t protect a professor’s
pride at the expense of understanding
assignments and course content. In reality,
professors typically want to know when
they make a mistake right away so they can
correct it and move on. While there’s nuance
to the issue of correcting a professor, the best
course of action is generally to let them know
when they’ve done something wrong.
Professors have a million opportunities
for error. They could state a wrong due date,
misgrade an assignment or refer to a student
by the wrong name. With the transition
to online learning came even more errors
associated with the technological learning
curve.
Professor Michael Grundmann is no
stranger to the struggles of online teaching.
Some of the technology-related errors he
said he’s made include forgetting to put
a new due date on a Canvas assignment
from the previous semester, forgetting to
share his screen on Webex and sending the
wrong link for class. In all of these situations,
Grundmann said that he recognizes the
value of student feedback.
“It’s got to be done for them to get their
education like they deserve,” Grundmann
said.
A student shouldn’t sacrifice their
education out of fear that their professor
won’t respond well to criticism. Professors,
like the rest of us, make mistakes. What’s

important is how they respond to student
feedback and recover from their mistakes.
When confronted about a mistake,
Grundmann said he often responds with “My
bad” or “Thank you for your patience.” It’s
important for professors to respond in this
way because it communicates to students
that they’re receptive to mistakes and willing
to make changes in their students’ best
interest.
If a professor responds negatively to
a student’s concern, it’d set a precedent
for other students to feel that it wouldn’t
be worth it to address any issues with
that professor. This would contribute to a
counterproductive classroom environment.
Of course, professors don’t love to hear
about all of the mistakes they’ve made. But
like Grundmann, they should be able to
recognize that they need to hear when they
mess up so they can right their wrong and
move on.
Grundmann described how he feels when
a student calls him out on a mistake: “Well, if
it’s a minor mistake, I don’t feel any kind of
drop in the pit of my stomach. If it’s a major
one, I might [feel] like, ‘Uh oh, that’s rather
important — got to get that obstacle out of
the way rather quickly.’”
Even though it can be upsetting to learn
about an error he’s made, Grundmann said
that he owns his mistakes and has learned
over his years as a professor that there are
plenty of opportunities to be humbled. This is
an important mindset to have as a professor.
“If I made a mistake, I made a mistake,”
Grundmann said. “Like I said, I might have
been a little more prideful in earlier years
of my teaching career, but I think I’m less
prideful now … Grundmann’s not infallible;
not by a long shot.”
Referring to his colleagues, Grundmann
identified key traits of a professor who
responds well to student feedback in contrast
to stories he’s heard about less receptive
professors.
“[My colleagues] are a good-humored
bunch, and that’s a quality that certainly
helps in being able to admit mistakes,”
Grundmann said. “I have heard over the
years various accounts of professors being
prideful and being embarrassed and being
caught at something and perhaps pretending
they didn’t make an error.”

“If I made a mistake, I made a mistake ...
[I’m] not infallible, not by a long shot.”
Michael Grundmann
Mistakes won’t get fixed if no one says anything about them. Unsplash / Michal Parzuchowski

SMAD professor
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THE PANTRY

errors in their syllabus or another longstanding important document, it might
be best to address these concerns in a
private email unless the area of concern
is imminently relevant to the entire class.
Students should respectfully call their
professors out on mistakes, and professors
should be receptive to their feedback.
Reacting to students in a positive way
is imperative to building students’
confidence when contributing in and
outside of class. Students shouldn’t keep
silent when they notice a mistake their
professor made — it’ll serve them and
their class well to address the mistake right
away.
Alex Davis is a freshman business
management and media arts &
design double major. Contact Alex at
davis8aj@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Under (TDU)
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It’s easy to understand why professors
might be unhappy about students calling
out their mistakes in certain cases.
Sometimes, it’s clearly necessary to
let a professor know about a mistake
they made. Other times, it can be a more
nuanced issue. It’s probably unnecessary
to email a professor to tell them that
they misplaced a comma in their essay
prompt. But if they forgot to update an
assignment deadline on Canvas, this is
something they’ll need to be made aware
of.
The way a student approaches a
professor to address an error is also
important. Some mistakes, such as an
incorrect deadline posted on Canvas or
unclear assignment instructions, could
be asked in front of the whole class, as
everyone would benefit from hearing the
professor’s response. If a professor has
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Salyers scored an internship with the Super Bowl through an Instagram post from a professor. Courtesy of Taylor Salyers

Class of 2020 grad works with fan experiences at Super Bowl LV
By ALEXANDRA DAUCHESS
The Breeze

For many college students, the thought of
graduation is bittersweet. On the one hand, one
may look forward to stepping into the real world
and enjoying long-awaited freedom, but there
also might be that creeping fear about where
one may end up. Seniors may hope they’ll get a
job that they enjoy, pays well and advances their
career goals.
To abate this fear, many college students try to
get the best possible internships, work placements
and fellowships to ensure a successful future.
Many students may also start at the bottom of
the career ladder post-graduation and work their
way up to better, more advantageous jobs. But
alumna Taylor Salyers (’20), who studied sports
and recreation management, didn’t bother with
lower-level internships in the sports world. She
went straight to the top: Super Bowl LV.
Salyers attributes her experience serving as a
guide and crowd engagement worker at the 2021
Super Bowl in Tampa, Florida, to social media.
“I was scrolling on Instagram, clicking through
stories like always, and one of my professors,
professor Alyssa Bosley, put up an ad for the
opportunity on her story,” Salyers said. “So I just
messaged her because I was like, ‘Who wouldn’t
want to work at the Super Bowl, right?’”
Bosley said her post had exactly the effect she’d
been hoping for: connecting star students to great
opportunities in the sports industry.
“I use my social media as a way to continue
conversations with students outside of the
classroom … even more so now that I’m teaching
online classes,” Bosley said. “I frequently post
different sport business-related opportunities
for my students as a way to engage with them.”
From there, Bosley connected Salyers to the
international sports business organization Living
Sport, which was offering the Super Bowl work
experience to recent college graduates.
Salyers said she was unsure if she was going to
apply to the program at first.
“I saw it and was like, ‘No, it’s kind of too
expensive, like, I’m not going to do this,’” Salyers
said. “But I ended up just going back to it and
thought the worst thing that can happen is I apply
and get told ‘No.’ And then [if] nothing happens,

I just move on.”
few of the 40 participants chosen to work the
Luckily for Salyers, however, she didn’t need VIP reception for the Super Bowl sponsors.
to move on after she was connected with a JMU Although there were exclusive concerts by Dan
and Living Sport alumna who mentored her and Shay and CeeLo Green at the reception,
through the interview process. With that alumna’s Salyers said it was actually the clean-up side
help, Salyers was selected out of hundreds of of the event she enjoyed the most.
applicants to take part in the competitive work
“A bunch of us broke down the venue, and
experience trip.
I’ve never done anything like that before,”
Although Salyers said she was shocked she Salyers said. “I [studied] sport and recreation
was chosen, Bosley said she was a shoo-in for management because, yes, I’m interested in
the opportunity.
sports, but it really is the management side
“Taylor is an outstanding student and person,” that I want to focus on. So that was really cool.”
Bosley said. “I try to engage with my students
After the VIP reception, there was only one
[online], and Taylor is someone who was engaging part left: working the actual Super Bowl.
back. I’ve never met Taylor face-to-face, but I feel
Salyers said that on the night of the game,
like I have a good relationship with her … because the Living Sport participants were stationed
she was [often] having a dialogue with me.”
around the stadium, directing people to their
Hart School professor Joshua Pate echoed seats and helping people get “pumped for the
similar sentiments about Salyers and the traits game.”
that made her perfect for
“The energy was
the program.
just crazy and out
“Taylor was an all-star “The energy was just
of control,” Salyers
in our program,” Pate
said. “Everybody was
said. “She was always crazy and out of control ...
screaming, yelling
involved in something
… and they were so
outside of class that was Everybody was screaming,
excited to be there. It
moving her experience yelling … and they were so
was a lot because I’ve
forward. Taylor made
never worked a major
sure that she had solid excited to be there. It was
sporting event before.”
experience in both
Salyers said she
sports and recreation, a lot because I’ve never
was stationed in the
and it gave her some worked a major sporting
nosebleeds and,
versatility to be a good
although being in the
candidate for working event before.”
stadium was cool,
in sports.”
it wasn’t the typical
Salyers said the Living Taylor Salyers
Super Bowl experience
Sport program was Super Bowl intern
one would imagine.
everything she hoped
“I wasn’t, like, just
for and more. It consisted of a 10-day business watching the game the whole time,” Salyers
intensive in Tampa, Florida, that included said. “I was mainly helping fans get to the point
networking events, mentorship presentations in which they could watch the game.”
and a chance to work fan-experience events in
Pate said many students are surprised when
the days leading up to the game.
they come into the sports and recreation
“I worked [fan experience] at Julian B. Lane,” management program and find they’re not just
Salyers said. “I [helped] with the obstacle course going to be watching sports games all the time.
and … I was also at the museum where you could
“One of the things that we stress [in the Hart
see every single Super Bowl ring that they’ve ever School] is that we are working while everyone
had … and the Tom Brady locker.”
else is having fun,” Pate said. “We are working
Salyers said one of the most educational while recreation and leisure and sport are
parts of the experience was being one of only a taking place.”

Pate said Salyers didn’t fall into this trap
and instead had a great outlook on what her
experience at the game would be.
“Taylor understood that working the Super
Bowl [was] going to be such a nice piece to her
resume, and that that far outweighs actually
being in the stadium to watch a game,” Pate
said. “Because [once] the game is over … you
have some memories and good experiences,
but you don’t have anything on your resume
if you just sit and watch the game. The critical
piece in our industry is getting that work
experience, not attending games.”
Salyers cited her experiences and classes in
the Hart School at JMU as some of the resources
that helped her feel confident in her position
and in the Living Sport program.
“Being a wellness instructor at … UREC and a
student at the Hart School really helped prepare
me for this,” Salyers said. “They gave me a level
of confidence with networking, taking charge
… and other general people skills.”
Bosley said professors at the Hart School try
their best to help students learn all the real-life
skills they’ll need for their future jobs.
“The Hart School is always trying to give our
students the tools and the experiences to put
them in the best position possible to succeed
once they graduate,” Bosley said. “They’re going
beyond just learning from a textbook or sitting
in a classroom.”
Despite the ongoing challenges of COVID-19,
which continues to have a widespread effect on
the live sports industry, Salyers said it hasn’t —
and won’t — stop her from pursuing her career
goals.
“[COVID-19] hasn’t really had an impact
on my future plans and goals because I
just want to be in a position where I can
make an impact on someone,” Salyers said.
“Whether that’s employees that I manage,
or students with disabilities or anybody, I
just want to make an impact on them, and I
think sports has the unique ability to do that.”
CONTACT Alexandra Dauchess at dauch2al@
jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts and
lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter @Breeze_Culture.
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No gluten, no problem
Three gluten-free recipes for beginner college students
By LAUREN KUHNO
The Breeze

Breakfast wraps

Ingredients:

12 eggs, scrambled
1 pound breakfast sausage, browned,
crumbled and drained
16 ounces diced hash browns, cooked
2 tablespoons olive oil
1/2 onion, diced
1 red pepper, diced

In a large skillet, heat oil over medium
heat. Add the onion, and stir. Once the onion
becomes translucent, add the diced peppers. Stir
occasionally until tender. Then, add scrambled
eggs, hash browns and ground sausage. Mix well.
If eating immediately, warm the soft tortillas
in the microwave and
serve with the burrito
mixture and
optional toppings.
If freezing to
enjoy later, allow
the egg mixture to
cool. Then, transfer
to tortillas, roll
them into a burrito
and place them in
aluminum foil. Freeze in
a gallon-sized Ziploc bag. When one’s ready
to eat the frozen breakfast burritos, place them
in the microwave and heat for two minutes.
Optional: Garnish with salsa and dairy-free sour
cream.

White Chicken Chili

This recipe uses only five ingredients and
takes a whopping 15 minutes to prepare and
cook. It’s a great option for someone with little

Ingredients:

6 cups chicken stock
3 to 4 cups cooked shredded chicken
2 15-ounce cans beans of choice, rinsed and
drained
2 cups (16 ounces) salsa verde
2 teaspoons ground cumin
Optional toppings: diced avocado,
chopped fresh cilantro, shredded cheese,
chopped red or green onions, sour cream,
crumbled tortilla chips

Instructions:

Stir together the chicken stock,
shredded chicken, beans, salsa and
cumin in a large pot. Cook on high heat
until the soup reaches a simmer. Reduce
the heat to medium-low to maintain the
simmer. Serve garnished with one’s favorite
toppings.

S’mores Bars

Who doesn’t love s’mores?
If one answers “Me,” don’t
panic. There are tons of other
recipes online for hundreds of
delicious gluten-free desserts,
but I doubt one won’t enjoy this
savory recipe.

Ingredients:

1/2 cup butter, room temperature
1/4 cup brown sugar

Instructions

Preheat the oven to 350 degrees, and line a
9-by-9-inch baking dish with parchment paper
or spray with nonstick spray. In a large bowl,
cream together butter and sugar. Beat in the egg
and vanilla. In a separate bowl, whisk together
the flour, xanthan gum, graham cracker crumbs,
baking powder and salt. Add the dry ingredients
to the butter and sugar mixture, and mix until
combined. Transfer half the batter to the baking
dish and spread evenly over the bottom. Layer
the chocolate bars over the pressed dough
and spread the marshmallow evenly over the
chocolate. Carefully spread the remaining batter
over the top of the marshmallow spread. Bake for
30 minutes. Cool in pan before cutting.
Read the complete story on breezejmu.org.
CONTACT Lauren Kuhno at kuhnolm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture,
arts and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Instagram and Twitter @Breeze_Culture.

Alumna spreads
smiles with stand-up comedy

The Breeze

She’s from around here

1/2 cup granulated sugar
1 egg, room temperature
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 1/3 cups gluten-free all-purpose flour
1/2 teaspoon xanthan gum
3/4 cup gluten-free graham cracker crumbs
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/4 teaspoon fine sea salt
Five 1.55-ounce Hershey’s Milk Chocolate Bars
1 1/2 cups Marshmallow Fluff

@Breeze_Culture

These breakfast wraps are
quick, easy to travel with
on early mornings and
reheatable. This recipe
allows for a gluten- and
dairy-free breakfast
recipe that cooks up
14 “burritos.”

Instructions:

time on their hands. A tasty recipe with lots of
room for possible variations, one can’t go wrong
with this meal.

@breeze_culture

For whatever reason gluten has been cut
out of one’s life, filling that carb void can
be challenging. Feeling stuck with limited
ingredients to choose from may lead many to
run repeatedly through their roster of meals.
In reality, there are hundreds of recipes on the
internet that feature gluten-free alternatives and
can be tastier than the original.
Listed below are gluten-free recipe options
— one for breakfast, lunch, dinner, dessert and
a snack — for the person struggling to bring
variety back into their day and satisfy that
gluten craving.

1 green pepper, diced
Salt and pepper to taste
14 gluten- and dairy-free tortillas (Mission
brand is recommended)

By CHARLOTTE MATHERLY
The Breeze

BreezeVideo
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at JMU’s radio station, WXJM, helped her with
communication and public speaking.
Although she’s kept her day job as a
“All right, like Karen said, I’m not from around
photographer, Maybury’s comedy career has
here.”
taken off. She moved to St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin,
Wendy Maybury (’99) adjusts the microphone
two years ago, and last year, she produced her
on stage at House of Comedy, a comedy club in
first album, “She’s Not From Around Here.” The
Bloomington, Minnesota. Her black dress and gray
album, available on several streaming platforms
sweater complement her bright red hair as she greets
and YouTube, quickly rose to No. 1 on iTunes
the club.
and Amazon.
“I had sex with a stranger, so I’m a single mom,”
Maybury and Jeff Simmermon (’98), another
Maybury said, joking, giving a sharp clap, a smile and
JMU alumnus and stand-up comedian,
a thumbs up to the audience. “That’s how you kick off
reconnected last year through Facebook.
your 40s, you guys — two college degrees and then,
Simmermon produced his second album,
boom; mistakes were made.”
“Why You Should Be Happy,” last year around
She spent years moving around the country with
the same time as Maybury. He said he instantly
different jobs, but it wasn’t until about 10 years ago
felt a connection to Maybury, like he does with
that Maybury, a JMU alumna and former Breeze
many other comedians.
photographer, discovered her true passion — comedy.
“When you do stand-up, you just have things
After graduating with an English degree, Maybury
in common with people,” Simmermon said.
moved to Massachusetts. There, she attended the
“[It’s] the act of getting up in front of a crowd
Hallmark Institute of Photography. She also accepted
night after night and, like, bombing and just
a job importing diesel engines from Germany. She’d Maybury discovered her love for comedy when she moved to Minneapolis. Photo courtesy of Anthony Puetz bombing, grinding, begging for shows, trying to
been a foreign exchange student and earned a minor
get good, trying to hone the material.”
in German, so she was fluent in the language and said she thought comedians and often told her she was funny and should try
Alissa Anderson (’98), Maybury’s college roommate, said
comedy.
That
was
the
first
time
she
thought
about
comedy
as
a
a stable job would make her parents and peers proud.
she still keeps in touch with Maybury on a daily basis. She said
However, she said she hated the job because it involved intricate career, Maybury said, but she hesitated.
Maybury is the same lighthearted person she’s known since their
“I had this thing in my head where I was like, ‘OK, if you are time at JMU.
details and numbers.
“The No. 1 thing that I learned on that deal was I should’ve studying to be something, you should be that thing,’” Maybury said.
“She’s always been just an amazing friend,” Anderson said.
thought about my strengths and just leaned into my strengths “I was sort of thinking, like, ‘Oh, if I’m a photographer, I just can be “[She’s] a really hard worker, very energetic, inherently likable,
instead of trying to be what I thought everybody would think [was] a photographer. I can’t be anything else.’”
just always energized and has a very ready, quick laugh that is
Maybury moved back to her hometown in Alabama in 2006, just really infectious.”
a really good idea,” Maybury said.
In June 2000, Maybury moved to Hoboken, New Jersey. She where she photographed children for St. Jude’s Children’s
Maybury said she loves comedy because it reminds her to not
commuted to New York City, where she worked for famed Research Hospital. It wasn’t until a year later when she moved up take life too seriously.
photographer Mary Ellen Mark and helped her produce a book to Minneapolis that Maybury would at last discover her comedy
“It’s really easy to look around and think of reasons that
and movie. Maybury also worked in a small building behind New career.
you could be sad or upset, and it’s just a hell of a way to spend
York City Hall, printing negatives for the city.
“It was cold, and I needed a hobby because no one was my your life … when you could just decide to look at what’s
Mark told Maybury, “If you want to stay in New York, you have to friend,” Maybury said. “So I decided to try stand-up comedy, and happening as fun and better,” Maybury said. “It’s not that I
love New York.” 9/11 happened shortly after, and Maybury decided it was, like, amazing. I felt like, ‘What have I been waiting for my don’t want to acknowledge that bad things happen. I want
to move from one big city to another. In October 2001, she moved to entire life?’”
to go, ‘Let’s find a way to try and get through them together.’”
Los Angeles to live with JMU alumnus Justin Denlinger.
Maybury
said
comedy
is
a
combination
of
all
the
skills
she’s
“I moved to LA with, like, $1,000, two suitcases and no job, no
CONTACT Charlotte Matherly at mathercg@dukes.jmu.edu.
accumulated over her life. She described how in photography, For more on the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU and
car, no apartment,” Maybury said.
After two months, she landed a job as a photographer for making someone smile can make them more comfortable. As Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture desk on Twitter
magazines in LA. There, she had several friends who were an English major, she’d learned how to tell stories, and her work and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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A LOOK A SASHATHEN’S NEW SINGKE
BY SHENNAN O’DAY

In most lines of work, the COVID-19 pandemic
has required employees to adjust to virtual methods
of productivity. However, for those in the music
industry, artists have had an especially difficult
time creating and delivering content to consumers.
Admirably, JMU alumn Willis Landon, otherwise
known as Sasha, has found a way to begin their career
with a recently released single, “HELLRAISER”, as
well as their full album, “Glass House”, to be released
March 5, 2021.
Willis Landon is a non-binary hip-hop artist,
multi-instrumentalist, and producer originally from
Roanoke, Virginia. They graduated from JMU with
a degree in music and have extensive performance
experience, most considerably with Gryzzle, a jazzfunk band based in Harrisonburg, VA. Now, they
write and produce music as Sashathem in East
Boston, Massachussets.
Sashathem’s newest single, “HELLRAISER”, is an
upbeat, “booty-shaking” celebration of authenticity
and individuality, specifically when it comes
embracing queer identity. With the help of jazz
musician Evan Amoroso and Virginia-based hiphop producer Agren, they composed “HELLRAISER”
with jazz-infused chord progressions and a Latininspired drum groove. The accompanying music
builds a perfect canvas for them to “simultaneously
celebrate and question their identity as a creative
and as a queer body,” according to Landon.
The song itself tells the story of Landon’s experience
when they first came out as non-binary. Although
they were mostly met with love and acceptance,
Landon states, “I felt like I needed to put down on
paper an affirmation that I’m valid and cute and
strong”.
The result of this desire was a compelling and
beautifully written song with one main message:
“stop-staring-at-me-and-start-dancing-withme”. Lyrics such as “I just wanna wear my hoops,
lookin’ cute, like a baddie would do” and “you won’t
ever have a say or have a stake in who I f**k with”
showcase Sashathem’s confidence in who they are
and encourages self-acceptance in others as well.
Since “HELLRAISER” features an emphasis on
self-love and mental health, the lyrics are especially

important to recognize. In the music video, shot by
Teddy Chipouras, the lyrics are included as subtitles
to prevent the audience from overlooking the verbal
content of the song. Landon added, “I wrote [it] as
an affirmation for myself and a statement to anyone
that hears it that says like, ‘Hey! This is who I am!
Take it or I leave it I don’t care!’”
“HELLRAISER” has been a project in the works for
a while. It began with Landon and Amoroso writing
part of it before the pandemic, but the track didn’t
fully flourish until Agren got the chance to arrange
it. Due to interruptions from the pandemic as well as
Landon’s decision to move to Boston, a considerable
amount of the song was produced remotely. Remote
production can be intimidating for some, but much
of Landon’s collaboration before the pandemic
was still somewhat virtual. Landon expressed this
as “another lovely opportunity to work with some
musicians I really admire!” rather than an obstacle
for production.
While remote collaboration came easily for
Sashathem, Landon states that “the biggest
challenge with this project was/is the release. If it
weren’t a pandemic, I would do a release tour to
promote the record, but that’s not possible or safe
at the moment.” Thanks to PR reps Tori Leche and
Maggie Fraser at Pink Line Management, Landon
also states that they’ve made the project feel less
bleak and more feasible in such trying times.
On March 5, 2021, Sashathem’s full album,
“Glass House” will be released to the public. “Glass
House” features two of Landon’s heroes and favorite
local musicians, Lobby Boy and Wilkjayy. While
“HELLRAISER” may be the most pop-adjacent track
on the record, the entire project prioritizes the topics
of coming out, self-love, self-acceptance and mental
health.
Although releasing music without touring is a
significant setback for musicians, the talent, drive
and kind nature of Sashathem will allow them to
stand out despite the hardships that the pandemic
has brought. Currently, Landon don’t feel as
successful as they could be, but the quality of their
content proves otherwise.
Support JMU alumni. Support musicians. Support

your LGBT+ peers. Support Sashathem by listening
to “HELLRAISER” and “Glass House”!
CONTACT Shennan O’Day at rober2ws@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more Dead Possum content check
out @wxjmdeadpossum on instagram or email
to wxjmdp@gmail.com

JOIN WXJM

WANT TO LEAN HOW TO DJ? HOW
ABOUT HOST YOUR OWN TALK SHOW? OR
PRODUCE YOUR OWN PODCAST?
WXJM IS THE PLACE FOR YOU!
EMAIL TO WXJMPD@GMAIL.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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WXJM

MARCH 7 - PALMYRA
AN APPALACHIAN FOLK TRIO
HAILING FROM BOSTON, WATCH
ONLINE ON OUR YOUTUBE WXJM
LIVE OR ON OUR WEBSITE AT
WXJM.ORG/LIVE

Formerly known as the Mid-Atlantic
College Radio Conference, MACROCK has
served to bring the Valley DIY acts from
all over the nation for 24 years. After
last year’s cancellation, we are thrilled
to celebrate independent music with you
in 2021.

@WXJM_radio

WANT TO PLAY A SHOW? EMAIL
TO WXJMLIVE@GMAIL.COM

XXIV - R E I N S T A L L E D

@wxjm.radio

WXJM LIVE

WXJM Harriosnburg

APRIL 2 & 3

LIVE ON TWITCH,FACEBOOK &
YOUTUBE @MACROCKVA

SLOWTHAI’S NEWST ALBUM
BY JIM THOMAS

“adhd” brings the album full circle and reflects it in
itself, from a mellow first half of the song which carries
into slowthai letting loose more than he’s even shown
with a brutally, viscerally honest verse.
His slurred and slow way of talking is what earned
him his rap name, but what stood out to me on
this record was the opposite. He shows quick wit
coupled with sharp rhyming and word play, perhaps
why the album is titled after his real name. Having
a clear distinction between the first and second half
of the album is an interesting concept to bring, and
it does work. Slowthai is able to portray two sides
of his character side by side and show off his sonic
versatility. This can’t be pigeonholed into simply a UK
rap album. It shows every facet of Tyron Frampton,
a growing person still on the road to where he wants
to be.
CONTACT Jim Thomas at thoma5jc@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more Dead Possum content check
out @wxjmdeadpossum on instagram or email
to wxjmdp@gmail.com
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lower case second half, the song is an amalgamation
of the album so far. With the outro taking on a more
conversational tone, slowthai interjects himself “f**k
all these expectations, don’t be scared to be yourself”
and that introspective feel carries through to the end
of the album.
Some of the tracks lack the sincerity and brashness
of “Nothing Great About Britain.” “terms” features an
out of place, forgettable Dominic Fike hook with an
underused Denzel Curry, and “CANCELLED” feels
a little contradictory after the events that got him in
trouble at NME awards and the following apology he
made.
However, feel away is a highlight not just on this
album, but on slowthai’s whole discography. James
Blake comes with what is easily the best feature on
this album, he adds a whole new cathartic dimension
to the feel of “TYRON,” like the whole record was
building up to his verse. Add that to beautiful
instrumental from Mount Kimbie and a heartfelt verse
from slowthai, and you get a truly great song in a lane
of its own, one that I’d love slowthai to explore more.

wxjm.org

From a tough upbringing in Northampton to
gaining worldwide acclaim on his debut album
“Nothing Great About Britain,” and collaborations
with Gorillaz and Tyler, the Creator sprinkled in,
it’s clear that slowthai is living a life nothing like
anyone else. The UK rapper has released “TYRON,”
which takes the focus off of the difficulties facing the
country he hails from and instead puts himself under
the microscope.
The immediate thing to notice on this record is the
juxtaposition between the two halves. It’s kicked off
with the all caps, in your face energy that was so everpresent on his debut. “VEX” is the highlight of the first
half, bringing exactly what you want from a slowthai
banger. Showcasing his vocal flexibility, contorting
in every direction with an expertly crafted, catchy yet
aggressive hook.
“DEAD” is the darkest moment on the album. The
production hits you over the head, incapacitates you
and creeps into your ears. It feels like some respite
is needed to save slowthai and “PLAY WITH FIRE”
is exactly that. A wonderful transition to the mellow,

WXJM Live

TYRON

FEATURING HEADLINERS
BENÉT,HEXGIRLFRIENDS,ANNIE
DIRUSSO,ME$$,STILLHUNGY AND MORE
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March
means
mayhem
JMU men's basketball won its first conference regular-season championship since 1999-92. Photos by Becca Gzoden / The Breeze

JMU men's basketball prepares to host 2021 CAA Men's Basketball Tournament
By NOAH ZIEGLER
The Breeze

As the calendar turns to March and the
pinnacle of college basketball looms, this year’s
NCAA Tournament separates itself from other
major sporting events as one whose anticipation
has grown. March Madness was the only major
sporting event that didn’t happen — even in a
modified fashion — so college basketball fans
have waited for a year to crown a champion.
But before the NCAA Tournament comes
the conference tournaments. Normally, the
respective tournaments would be condensed into
one week of basketball as an opening act for the
big dance, but this year the postseason begins in
a more scattered fashion. The Colonial Athletic
Association Men’s Basketball Tournament will
still play in its usual weekend and early week
format, with the difference being the fact it’s
held at JMU — the first time the CAA will award
its men’s basketball champion at an on-campus
facility since 1986.
Not only is Harrisonburg the site for the most
important stretch of the season for teams in the
CAA, it’s the home to the No. 1 seed JMU. The
men’s basketball Dukes have taken the 202021 season by storm, and new head coach
Mark Byington surprised many by how
quickly he was able to get off the ground
running.
However, the accolades accumulated
over the course of a season that was filled
with games being canceled or postponed
go out the window when tournament time
comes. Now it’s do or die, and for a midmajor conference like the CAA, teams
aren’t spared an at-large chance at the
postseason.
It’s the first time since 2016 that
JMU won’t have to play on the first
day of the tournament where the
league’s bottom four teams
compete in play-in games.
This year, it’s the Dukes
waiting to find out their
opponent. They await
the result of No. 8 Elon
versus No. 9 Towson,
teams JMU is a
combined
4-0
against
this
season with an

average margin of victory of six points.
“Now that the regular season is over, I
want them to feel great about what they
accomplished,” Byington said. “What a difficult
time and circumstance and everything else.
You know, from where they were picked …
they finished first. I want the guys to be proud
of their effort and proud of what they’ve done
for James Madison basketball.”
The Dukes finished 13-6 (8-2 CAA) and
were led by senior guard Matt Lewis, who
was tabbed CAA Preseason Player of the
Year and was well on his way to winning the
award after averaging 19.7 points per game
— putting him at No. 1 in the conference in
scoring. Unfortunately for Lewis and JMU, the
Woodbridge, Virginia, native’s season was cut
short with an injury, putting more importance
o n
the underclassmen to step
up.
Following the Dukes’
84-78 loss to Drexel in the
final game of the regular
season,
Byington
spoke on Lewis’
absence
a n d

emphasized
that it’s not just
his scoring that the
team will miss: it’s the
leadership, defensive
tenacity and incredibly
high basketball IQ that
the Dukes will have to
compensate for, but they
have the roster to make up
for the losses in different ways.
“When we get to the
tournament, if we have a bad
defensive outing, we’re probably
[not] gonna last very long,” Byington
said. “But if our defense comes strong
and does what it’s supposed to … then I think
we can make a run.”
The higly touted defense has helped JMU
to a top ranking in the CAA in scoring margin
(+8.1), field goal percentage defense (41.4%),

3-point percentage defense (30.9%), steals
(7.5 per game) and turnover margin (+3.95).
While the defense has drastically improved
from past seasons, the offense has built a new
flow that complements the team’s defense.
The fast-paced offense that relies on shifty
guards breaking the perimeter works well
with an up-tempo minded team looking to
play fast, meaning the Dukes rely on their
guards to maintain the pace of the game.
Junior guard Vado Morse — a transfer from
Mount St. Mary’s — has been a catalyst for
JMU’s scoring front alongside Lewis. Morse
averages 14 points and 2.5 assists per game
and has had three separate games where he
reached at least 25 points, including a 30-point
showing against Northeastern on Jan. 24.
“We’re very confident,” Morse said. “We’re
a defensive team … We’re going to have the
same mindset, the same confidence that we
did at the beginning of the season.”
Morse transferred to JMU alongside fellow
junior guard Jalen Hodge. Hodge came from
Louisiana Monroe and puts up 7 points and
1.9 rebounds per game, but in the Dukes’ first
game without Lewis, Hodge saw an uptick in
opportunities and notched 16 points against
Drexel.
Hodge has been praised for his shooting
ability, but it becomes of more importance
when filling the shoes left by Lewis. Like
Byington said — it’s not about replacing
nearly 20 points per game, it’s about
filling in the little things Lewis did
to near perfection that helped
JMU win its first conference
regular season title since 199192.
“Jalen, you know, he shows a lot
during practice and I just need, you know, him
to come show that same effort and that same
mentality that he does in practice into the
game,” Morse said.
Hodge and Morse have been through the
conference tournament grind more than once,
so they can provide guidance to the multiple
freshmen on JMU who haven’t had a taste of
the postseason in their collegiate careers.
Freshman forward Justin Amadi highlights
the Dukes’ first-year class with 8.5 points
and 5.2 boards per outing — including a
SportsCenter Top 10 play — and is supported
by freshmen guards Terrence Edwards and

Terell Strickland, who average 5.5 and 5.4
points, respectively.
Other players like senior forward Zach
Jacobs, sophomore forwards Michael
Christmas and Julien Wooden and sophomore
guard Jayvis Harvey provide supplemental
scoring and play a vital role in the defensive
scheme. Each are flexible in terms of minutes,
but when called on, they can make an impact
on both ends of the floor.
“We come in with a lot of confidence, but at
the same time, it’s the conference tournament,
everyone is 0-0," Jacobs said. "Like every year,
we have a lot to prove this year, regardless of
how the regular season went.”
For a program that's gone 85-109 since its
last NCAA Tournament appearance in the
2012-13 season, being the No. 1 seed in the
conference tournament shows it’s heading
in the right direction. Byington has laid the
foundation for sustainable success, but March
is the time to prove the Dukes can capitalize on
the momentum built from this year.

Best of the rest of the CAA

No. 2 seed Northeastern is one of the two
CAA teams that beat JMU this season. The
Huskies went 9-8 (8-2 CAA) and are led by
sophomore guard Tyson Walker’s 18.5 points
per game. Freshman guard Jahmyl Telfort puts
up 10.6 points per night, while redshirt junior
guard Shaquille Walters adds 10.5. Head coach
Bill Coen is one of the best in the conference
and is just as prepared to add another title to
his collection.
The College of Charleston checks in at
the No. 3 seed and looks to create overall
momentum for the program in the post-Grant
Riller era. Senior guard Brevin Galloway and
junior guard Zep Jasper average 15 and 14.9
points per game, respectively, and if they can
facilitate the Cougars’ offense and stay hot
from 3-point land, CofC could find itself in the
championship game.
The beauty about the CAA is that any team can
take down another on any given night. When it
comes to March Madness, Cinderella stories are
etched in the history books, and it all begins with
a dream in the conference tournament.
CONTACT Noah Ziegler at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more coverage, follow the
sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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4. Editors’ input: Dukes will manage, but
still be tested

Immediately following JMU’s win over Robert CONTACT Noah Ziegler at breezesports@
Morris, it was clear Cignetti wanted to hold his gmail.com. For more football coverage, follow
team responsible for not preparing. While the the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Last week showed no team is safe. No. 1
North Dakota State fell to Southern Illinois
38-14, paving the way for JMU to claim the top
spot in the FCS.
The first half against Robert Morris proved
the Dukes aren’t invincible either. It could be
a good thing JMU had that roadblock early
in the season and still came away with the
victory because it helps the young players
gain much needed experience.
The first half against Elon will be telling of
how this team looks for the coming weeks and
beyond, and Cignetti and his coaching staff will
make sure that happens. JMU will leave Rhodes
Stadium as 38-10 winners.

breezejmu.org

Curt Cignetti
JMU football head coach

2. Coach’s corner: Hold each other
accountable

The players heard Cignetti’s message on
accountability loud and clear. It’s a group that
responds well to adversity, even when it happens
in the midst of a game.
In the second half against Robert Morris,
JMU outscored the Colonials 20-0 as the Dukes
escaped an upset. The first-half falter may
have been the result of shaking off rust from
a prolonged offseason, but it’s one that the
probable CAA champions need to find a solution
to as the season progresses.
With Elon, the players have the heightened
anticipation of playing against conference
opponents. They know these games are where
JMU will determine its own postseason fate as the
need for at-or-near perfection is at a high with a
season of just eight games.
But that means to not do anything differently
— just remain focused. The lack of urgency isn’t
a sign of a bad process, but rather to remain
mentally strong to maintain a consistent level
of moxie.
“They have a bunch of good players, but with
that being said, we prepare the same way that we
prepare for any other team,” senior cornerback
Wesley McCormick said. “We respect those guys
a lot, but it’s another week of preparation. So, we
gotta take it just as serious as anybody else.”
Beating Elon is another step toward Frisco. For
returning players, the idea of another chance to
claim an FCS National Championship is more
than enough to build motivation.

BreezeVideo

“We can’t think we’re unbeatable, because
we’re not. We have to be humble and
hungry. There’s a lot of teams in America
that can beat us if we don’t have the right
mindset.”

3. Player’s perspective: Start the CAA off
right

The Breeze

A preview of JMU football's
first CAA game versus Elon

JMU head coach Curt Cignetti has never been
hesitant to praise Elon senior quarterback Davis
Cheek. It stems from the relationship the two
built while Cignetti was the head coach of the
Phoenix — a duo that elevated Elon’s program
to heights it hadn’t seen before.
Elon made the FCS playoffs in consecutive
seasons for the first time in program history in
2017 and 2018, and in the latter season, the two
spearheaded the famous 27-24 win over JMU that
snapped the Dukes’ 20-game CAA win streak.
Cignetti was hired by JMU following that season,
adding more to the two schools’ history.
However, in this meeting between the two,
Cheek won’t appear as he was ruled out for the
spring season because of an injury, forcing head
coach Tony Trisciani to dip deeper into the depth
chart.
Both programs are in different positions than
where they were in 2018. This spring, JMU is
looking to continue its momentum and Elon is
figuring out its identity for the next few years. The
Phoenix began the season with a 26-23 win over
Davidson. Redshirt sophomore quarterback Joey
Baughman replaced Cheek and went 18 of 22 for
173 yards and a touchdown and added 73 rushing
yards and a score.
Junior running back Jaylan Thomas, who ran
for 129 yards and a touchdown on 13 carries,
helped Baughman. It was key for the Phoenix to
have a winning start, but it faltered in its second
game against Gardner-Webb.
After racing out to a 17-0 lead then a 20-7
advantage at halftime, Elon collapsed and lost
42-20 to the Runnin’ Bulldogs. A turning point
in the game was when Baughman suffered a leg
injury in the third quarter, bringing in Elon’s
third-string quarterback and freshman JR Martin.
“It was certainly a tale of two halves,” Trisciani
said. “We tackled better in the first half, we were
plus three in takeaways in the first half, you know,
then the last 30 minutes we struggled to move
the ball. We turned the ball over, we had trouble
stopping the run later in the game. They took
advantage of some short-field opportunities and
rode that momentum.”
Elon is evaluating Baughman’s status,
meaning that against a JMU defense that showed
its strength in its first two outings, the Phoenix
will have to have a strong run game on top of
clinical quarterback play.
From Trisciani’s perspective, he also has to
worry about the potent rush attack from the
Dukes that’s led by a seasoned O-Line. However,
JMU’s passing game showed cracks as redshirt
senior Cole Johnson threw three interceptions
in the first half against Robert Morris. He did
respond with two touchdowns, but there’s still
a search for the Dukes to build a consistent pass
attack.
“[JMU has] a big and experienced offensive
line and veterans in the running back position,”
Trisciani said. “That’s where it all starts. You
know, that’s an area that we’ve got to improve
on to line up with these guys this week.”

@TheBreezeSports

JMU celebrates at midfield following a 20-point win over Robert Morris.
Trevor Cockburn / The Breeze

1. The opponent's locker room: Elon still
searching for an identity

@TheBreezeSports
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It’s a new week, which means a new chance to
see how the 2021 JMU football team develops in
its spring season. This week marks the beginning
of CAA play and the start of nine teams’ seasons.
For Weeks 1 and 2, the Dukes and Elon were the
only two teams that played. In Week 3, the two are
meeting for another enticing matchup.
In the first two weeks of the FCS spring season,
it’s been made clear no team is safe. JMU nearly
fell to that notion as it struggled with Robert
Morris, but ultimately came away with the win.
Now the Dukes hit the road for the first time in
2021 and will play a familiar opponent who’s built
a recent rivalry with JMU.

Dukes cruised to a 20-point victory, they had an
uninspiring first half that saw JMU locked in a
16-16 tie with the Colonials.
“We can’t think that we’re unbeatable, because
we’re not,” Cignetti said. “We have to be humble
and hungry. There’s a lot of teams in America that
can beat us if we don’t have the right mindset.
And, you know, it’s 2018. The biggest deal is will
we learn the lesson.”
As the Dukes enter conference play in a season
where one loss could jeopardize a playoff spot,
proper preparation is critical. Cignetti said he
felt there was a lack of urgency in all facets of
the week leading up to the Robert Morris game.
With CAA play beginning, nearly every area of
preparation needs to be perfect to orchestrate
a win.
Cignetti recruited many of the players on the
Elon roster, giving the Dukes an advantage by
knowing what skill sets their opponents hold.
The Phoenix, despite a troubling quarterback
situation, has depth at the wide receiver position.
Four players — redshirt senior Donovan Williams,
junior Jackson Parham, senior Kortez Weeks and
redshirt freshman McKinley Witherspoon — had
over 30 receiving yards against Gardner-Webb,
and their experience will be needed to help
younger players.
“They’re a dangerous football team with a lot
of skilled players,” Cignetti said. “Their receiving
core is very deep … Defensively, they’ve been in
that scheme now for three or four years and it’s a
complex scheme with a lot of multiples — it can
really disrupt your rhythm.”

@TheBreezeSports
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Diggin’
Deep
Men’s basketball’s depth is key to making
a run at the CAA championship

@TheBreezeSports

By JOSHUA GINGRICH
The Breeze
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Out of JMU men’s basketball’s returning
players this season, no other Duke had more
points, rebounds, assists or steals than senior
guard Matt Lewis. When JMU was projected
to finish second to last in the conference and
Lewis was picked as the preseason player of
the year, it was entirely reasonable that by
late February, JMU could be the Matt Lewis
show. An NCAA Tournament appearance
was a dream.
Suffice to say, things are different. With
a new coach, new arena and what seems
to be an entirely new group of players, the
Dukes are playing well; they’re 13-6 (8-2
CAA) and had a seven-game winning streak
that launched them to the No. 1 seed in the

upcoming CAA Tournament.
“Now [that] the regular season is over, I
want them to feel great about what they
accomplished,” head coach Mark Byington
said. “From where they were picked, to I
know they finished first, you know, I want the
guys to be proud of their effort.”
One reason JMU is having success this
season is because of its depth. Lewis was hurt
in JMU’s battle versus preseason champion
Hofstra and didn’t play in the second half.
Instead of folding, the Dukes turned to the
other players for support and got the win.
Junior guard Vado Morse, a transfer from
Mount St. Mary’s, scored 14 points in the
second half. The bench scored 36 points in
the game, and the team made 15 second-half
free throws to keep the Pride at bay.
JMU announced before the Drexel game that

Thursday, March 4, 2021
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Senior forward Zach Jacobs shoots the ball against Drexel Feb. 26. Becca Gvozden / The Breeze

Lewis will miss the rest of the season because
of the injury he suffered. Byington said that
playing without other key players earlier in
the season makes it easier to compensate for
Lewis’ absence.
“I think one of the benefits all year is that
we had some depth,” Byington said. “We
played without different guys throughout the
year … and I think guys are excited about the
opportunity to play, they’re trying to play the
right way, and they’re team first.”
Junior guard Jalen Hodge is a spark off
the bench for the Dukes. The University
of Louisiana Monroe transfer provided a
3-point option for JMU among the reserves
— he’s made 21 3-pointers on the season
and is shooting the three at a 35% clip. In the
game versus Drexel on Feb. 26, Hodge made
four 3-pointers in an attempt to bring the
Dukes back, but JMU came up short. He said
that having a strong bench benefits the rest
of the team.
“Nobody really sees themselves coming off
the bench, but we provide an opportunity to
be an energizer around the 16, 15-minute
mark and kinda bring the juice back to the
guys,” Hodge said. “We pride ourselves on
coming off the bench and bringing that kind
of effort and second punch.”
Another player who’s stepped up is senior
forward Zach Jacobs. From Richmond,
Virginia, Jacobs played under 15 minutes per
game this season, but they’ve been crucial. In
JMU’s 78-63 victory over Towson on Jan. 27,
Jacobs only played in 18 minutes but scored
six points and pulled down a team-high eight
rebounds. Jacobs said being willing to come
off the bench is key to doing well.
“Whatever the coach asks me to do and ...
whatever they feel is best for the team, I’m

going to do it to the best of my abilities,”
Jacobs said.
Playing time varies when coming off the
bench. In Hodge’s 14 games as a reserve,
his minutes fluctuated, going as low as four
minutes versus Towson and reaching as high
as 26 minutes versus Drexel. Hodge said he
doesn’t care how much he plays as long as he
plays at a high level.
“I can’t really worry about my minutes —
it’s more about going out there and playing
hard,” Hodge said. “It’s big that we’re going
out there focusing on each possession and
playing our hardest.”
This depth from its players gives JMU
several offensive weapons. Lewis scored at
least 10 points in all but one game this year —
Morse, sophomore forward Julien Wooden
and freshman forward Justin Amadi each hit
at least 10 points a combined 29 times.
In nine games, JMU’s had at least four
players score at least 10 points in a game,
with a high of six players in the season
opener against Limestone. Byington said that
having several weapons will help as JMU tries
to make a deep run in the CAA Tournament.
“Everyone knows you have to win three
games in three days, so you need to be able
to go eight, nine, 10 deep at the very least,”
Byington said. “That’s been a positive for us
recently and throughout the year.”
Back in November, nobody expected
the Dukes to be a serious threat in the CAA.
Now, with a multifaceted and deep roster, an
appearance in March Madness is no longer a
dream.
CONTACT Joshua Gingrich at gingrihj@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage, follow the sports
desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Neff high fives redshirt junior guard Brianna Tinsley after a basket Feb. 21.

By MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze
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Sean O’Regan
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“She has really
good basketball
instincts. She
has attacked the
challenger with
her enthusiasm.”

BreezeVideo

JMU women’s basketball announced ahead
of its game against Elon in early February
that a new midseason transfer will suit up
for the first time. Although she didn’t play
in that game, JMU fans would eventually see
the impact of freshman guard Claire Neff’s
versatility and how vital her depth is to the
JMU roster.
Described as a ball of energy, Neff’s
known on the team for being an over-thetop energetic athlete. Head coach Sean
O’Regan and the JMU roster describe Neff
as a passionate and energetic person on and
off the court. Neff said she sees herself as an
outgoing, positive person and said she uses
her positivity to help motivate and boost her
team.
“I’m a very energetic person,” Neff said
in her first postgame interview. “I believe
there’s two things you can bring to the game
— energy and effort.”
After transferring to JMU from Clemson
in November, the NCAA declared Neff as
“inactive” until confirmation of her transfer
was completed. During those weeks, Neff
acclimated herself to the team’s dynamic.
Since she already knew sophomore guard
Kiki Jefferson from travel basketball, Neff
said, she acclimated to the team’s chemistry
immediately.
“Once Coach told me she was coming here, I
was very excited,” Jefferson said. “I knew that
she’s another player on this team that would
match my energy and bring the hunger, love
and passion that I have for the game.”
JMU, like every team, has a list of plays and
lineups to help put its best foot forward

for games. This includes intrasquad
scrimmaging, running drills and the overall
connection that sets up the Dukes for Freshman guard Claire Neff runs with her team Feb. 16 against Delaware.
success. Because she joined the team after Photos courtesy of JMU Athletics
preseason training, Neff said she’s faced the
challenge of learning on the fly.
the coaches say to me and I remind myself,” again in limited playing time. She scored
“You have to deal with a whole lot of people Neff said. “So, I just had to remind myself to 17 points and became the dark horse the
telling you different
do the best that I Dukes needed to push themselves over the
things,”
O’Regan
could with what I Dragons.
said. “And, you also
had the chance to
“She has really good basketball instincts,”
have to not let that
do.”
O’Regan said. “She has attacked the challenge
bring you down like
Over the next with her enthusiasm.”
you’re failing —
two
games against Neff’s addition to the JMU roster provides the
because you’re not
Delaware,
Neff depth the team needs to make a run in the CAA
failing, you just have
demonstrated
her tournament. Neff’s athletic ability, combined
to learn.”
with her offensive and defensive performances
physicality
and
Neff
made
her
of late, makes the roster’s overarching statistical
defensive
skills.
collegiate and JMU
presence better, resulting in the Dukes being a
The
Blue
Hens
are
debut against Elon
more difficult team to compete with.
a
physical
team,
during the final
“I want everyone to come in every day with
and
Neff
matched
minutes
of
the
a positive mindset because it’s what I fully
their
level
with
game, but she didn’t
her
aggression believe drives the team,” Neff said. “I want
see much action.
everyone to be excited with each other so that
and
athleticism.
Her true debut came
at the end of the day we can make it to the
Her
presence
on
a few days later.
championship.”
the
court
brought
O’Regan sent Neff
Neff’s entrance into JMU women’s basketball
energy
and
onto the court again
brings much-needed depth into the CAA
physicality
to
the
against UNCW on
championship. The only thing left is to watch
Dukes.
Feb. 16, and the
“She’s somebody the Dukes fight for a bid into the NCAA
JMU nation saw
where
there’s tournament.
Neff’s
potential.
JMU women’s basketball’s first game in the
never
a
dull
Scoring 19 points in Head coach
CAA tournament will be announced following the
moment
for
her,”
17 minutes of play,
Jefferson
said. conclusion of regular season play this weekend.
Neff proved herself JMU women’s basketball
“She
doesn’t
care The games are scheduled to begin March 10 at
as a sharpshooter
if she scores or gets Elon.
by sinking five of six
a
block,
she’s
gonna
celebrate
with me and
3-pointers and scoring seven of nine field
CONTACT Madison Hricik at hricikmn@dukes.
goals. She led the team’s offense despite her with the team.”
Neff made another appearance against jmu.edu. For more coverage, follow the sports
limited minutes on the court.
“I have this saying, ‘faith over fear,’ that Drexel on Feb. 28, showing off her skills once desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.

The Breeze

Claire Neff is quick to make an
impact for women’s basketball

@TheBreezeSports

Neff said
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
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By Bruce Haight

3

4

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

stumpe

find the
answers
online

www.breezejmu.org/
site/crossword_
answers/

©2021 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

33 Beef broth soup
34 Italian volcano
36 Like ninjas
37 Ennui
38 Sci-fi vehicles
39 “Twelfth Night”
duke
40 “Only the Lonely”
crooner
43 Slate slate, briefly
44 Inept one
46 Saved, in a way

3/4/21

47 Hallmark Channel
fare
48 Goosebumpsinducing
50 Potala Palace
city
51 Scottish vacation
sites
53 Accomplish much
56 Golf course areas
59 Draw
61 Sample

HOUSING
North 38 Apartments
Customer Service Specialist - Part-Time
Utilize your customer service skills
and abilities to make a difference
for citizens and guests at the City’s
Parks & Recreation facilities!
To learn more and apply to the City of
Harrisonburg’s Parks and Recreation
Department’s part-time Customer
Service Specialist position, visit:
https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment . EOE.

SERVICES
Regional Firefighter Testing - Deadline
to Register is April 1st
Regional Firefighter Testing will be
offered on Saturday, April 24, 2021 at
the Rockingham County Fairgrounds for
individuals interested in the Regional
Firefighter Testing for the Counties
of Rockingham and Augusta and the
Cities of Harrisonburg, Staunton and
Waynesboro. To find out more and
register online, visit: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

BreezeVideo

Customer Service Specialist Golf Positions ($11.80 per hour)
The City of Harrisonburg is seeking
applicants to fill multiple seasonal
Customer Service Specialist - Golf
positions. The preferred hiring rate
for this position is $11.80 per hour.
To find out more and apply online,
visit: https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.

3 and 4 bedroom units available
now and for next school year.
(540-574-2901)

The Breeze

DOWN
1 Attack from above
2 Mosey
3 Tickles
4 Parental units?
5 Ewes do it
6 “L.A.’s Finest”
actress Jessica
7 Gangnam District
city
8 Ooze with
9 Formally approve
10 Trendy
11 Where to find
departure info?
12 Beer named for a
Czech city
13 Christmas and
Easter
18 Mexico’s national
flower
22 Office address
abbr.
25 “You can observe
a lot by watching”
speaker
27 2020 US Open
winner Naomi
30 Pranks
32 “The Pianist”
Oscar winner
Adrien

Lifeguard - Seasonal Positions Available
The City of Harrisonburg is currently
seeking applicants for seasonal
Lifeguards at a preferred hiring rate
of $11.80 per hour. To find out more
and apply online, visit:
https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

@TheBreezeJMU

2

JOBS

Full-Time, Benefits-Eligible Fleet
Maintenance Administrative Specialist
/ Service Writer
The City of Harrisonburg is
seeking applicants for a full-time,
benefits-eligible Fleet Maintenance
Administrative Specialist / Service
Writer in the Department of Public
Transportation. To find out more
and apply online , visit: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment.
EOE.employment. EOE.

@breezejmu

Level 1

Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only
listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool.
Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

d?

ACROSS
1 Logo of The
Hartford
5 Less noble
10 Pueblo people
14 Thick book
15 Amazon
assistant
16 Spoonbill kin
17 Circuitous
19 Daily vitamin, e.g.
20 Puzzled
21 Some German
imports
23 PreCheck org.
24 Plump
26 Unfilled, as a
schedule slot
28 Many MIT grads
29 Roleo surface
31 “Expand on
that,” in improv
comedy
32 Lummox
35 Quite a stretch
36 No-frills card
game
40 Emperor after
Galba
41 State bordering
Arizona
42 Like a quarter’s
edge
45 Podcast
interruptions
46 “LOTR” menace
49 Short nightgown
52 Turin title
54 “__ have what
she’s having”:
quip from
“When Harry
Met Sally...”
55 Super sexy
57 “I’ll pass”
58 “On the double!”
60 In person ... and
like 17-, 26-, 36and 49-Across?
62 “Howdy ... you
just get here?”
63 “Looking 4
Myself” R&B
singer
64 Each
65 Wall St. index
66 Fresh
67 __ Martin
Cognac

breezejmu.org

Solution to Wednesday’s puzzle

3/4/21

Thursday, March 4, 2021

Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds
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JMU

• RENOVATED CLUBHOUSES •
• NEW HARDWOOD FLOORS •
• UPDATED APARTMENTS •

APPLY FREE ONLINE

THEHILLSJMU

540.432.0600 | LIVE-THEHILLS.COM

